
Walkabout MOTHER BINS
2023 WMB 4000+ Eastern Grey 

BREAK THE GRAIN HARVEST 
BOTTLENECK



OPTIMIZE YOUR HARVEST EFFICIENCY
WITH A WALKABOUT MOTHER BIN
Grain farmers can benefit from the Walkabout Mother Bin’s inventive design, which provides 
over 4000 bushels of portable in-field storage. This design is specifically intended to eliminate 
any bottlenecks that may occur during the harvest season, allowing for a smooth and stress-free 
process that maximizes profit margins.

REdUcE LABOR cOSTS & mANAgE FEwER PEOplE 
A mother bin can reduce the need for extra grain carts or trucks, which leaves 
you with fewer drivers on the field. Our remote control technology allows a single 
operator to operate the auger and unload grain.

HARvEst FASTER 
A mother bin prevents delays that occur when combines and grain carts are forced 
to stop and wait for trucks to return.

BREAK tHE HARVEST BOtTlENEck 
The Walkabout Mother Bin guarantees the ability to continue (or extend) harvesting 
time if problems arise because of slow unloading at the elevator or on-farm storage, 
if elevators close,  or if the distance from farm or elevator is too far for trucks to keep 
grain away from combines.



“The next time you are sitting 
in your combine in the middle 

of your field, idle, with a full 
tank of grain, think about how a 

Walkabout Mother Bin would have 
prevented this huge loss of daily 

productivity.”



4,000+ Bushels of
IN-FIEld, MOBILE, GRAIN stORAgE
58’ long x 13’9” wide x 12’11” high  / Minimum 250hp+ required

The Walkabout Mother Bin is essential harvest equipment offering a large, portable, in-field 
grain storage solution (4,000-bu capacity). This amazing concept saves time, money and 
labor while increasing harvest and grain handling efficiency. Walkabout Mother Bins are 
made, and owned, in the USA.

• 4,000 bushel capacity 
• Split front and rear flow gates for blending grain
• Up to 900 bushel-per-minute unload rate 
• 4-way adjustable auger spout
• Rear access door 
• Full length clean out doors 
• AGRI-COVER® Electric Roll Tarp
• 22” Elmer’s unload auger 
• Camera system
• Self-steering front and force-steering rear axles 



The Walkabout Mother Bin is fully customizable to suit the needs of each individual 
operation. Customization makes a bin its most efficient while increasing the owner’s return 
on investment. 

Options include:
• Vibrator
• Remote unload system
• Scale system
• Agrimatics available
• External scale display
• Low auger unload package



“I discovered the Walkabout website and within 24 hours Crystal, their Sales  Director, was sitting in the combine 
next to me, getting a look at the farm to see if a Walkabout Mother Bin would work for us, and it did. It’s changed our 
harvest. I’m super grateful.”
Jason Hill, Pacific NorthWest, Mother Bin Owner Since 2020

“Previously, we waited for trucks to turn around at outdated dryers, causing delays. With the Mother Bin, 
everything flows smoothly, with one central location for dumping. The turnaround time is quicker, and we can 

cut more loads per day, even before a hurricane hits. It’s a no-brainer.”
Halley Moor, Southeast Texas, Mother Bin Owner Since 2022

“The Mother Bin allowed us to reduce the number of trucks we own and combine more grain faster because the 
combines never stop. We farm with less equipment and finish earlier than before and it’s because of the Mother 
Bin. We run like clockwork.”
Peyton Potter, Greenville, MS, Mother Bin Owner Since 2016

“It was like adding another combine. It really picked up the slack because of the extra surge capacity. We were 
able to finish fields in the evening after the semis were done loading. If the semis had issues or breakdowns we 

still didn’t have to shut down the combine because wee had extra capacity for storage.”
Keegan Jones, Pendleton, OR, Mother Bin Owner Since 2020



THE swISs ARMY kNIFE OF EqUIPMENt
As efficiency becomes more and more important in operations, the Mother Bin really is a Swiss 
army knife piece of equipment that can be used several times during the year to help solve many 
bottleneck and labor issues.

EmptY OR FILl GRAIN BAGS
Along with the combine(s), keeping the bagger moving is essential to efficiency. By placing the 
Mother Bin next to the bagger while filling, the grain cart is never delayed in returning to the 
combine(s). When emptying, the Mother Bin can move with the bagger so it never has to stop.

USE As A SEEd tENdER 
With 4000-bushel capacity, seed trucks are able to tender out of the bin while being positioned in 
a central location during planting time.

BlENd GRAIN 
With the Walkabout Mother Bin, users are able to blend grain to get the desired moisture content 
by using the split front and rear flow gate feature.

WEAtHER pROtEcTION 
When inclement weather is approaching, users can get their commodity out of the field and 
protected.

REdUCE sOIl COMPAcTION
The Mother Bin allows users to run smaller grain cart(s) and smaller tractors resulting in less 
compaction. Less soil compaction leads to higher production and less need for tillage or fertilizer 
to boost production.

Walkabout Mother Bins are made in the USA from solid steel.  We deliver anywhere in the United States or Canada, 
coast to coast.



Maximum Width 13’ 8”

Maximum Height (for transport) 13’ 4”

Height of top of bin side 12’ 8”

Length of bin 48’

Overall length 58’

Length of pull 6’ 4”

Auger height to tip down 15’ 1”

Auger width to spout 8’ 9”

Overall auger height 19’ 6”

Tire size 425/65R 22.5

dIMENSIONS

Our mission at Walkabout Mother Bins is to improve
the lives of Grain Farmers.

web: motherbin.com
email: sales@motherbin.com
phone: 605-598-2020

Social: TikTok, Instagram, Facebook &
Twitter: @motherbin1
YouTube: @walkaboutmotherbin3715 Resources for farmers interested 

in learning more.


